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PREFACE 
The purposes of this study are twofold~ ( l) to determine the ''image'' 
of science and the scientist a., conceived by a non-technical adminis-
trative employee public -norking in a research and development in-
dustrial environment, and (2) to compare the findings of this study 
to a previous! y conducted national study ( 1958) on the 'image" of 
science and the scientist as conceived by the general public. 
Thirty-six interviews were used as the basis of this study. People 
from the non-technical administrative occupational category but from 
all age groups, religous backgrounds, and educational levels appeared 
in the sample. Details and explanations can be found in Appendix A. 
The extent to which the data based on the sample can be generalized 
to the population as a whole must be mentioned at this point. Since 
the proportions of people in any given group do not match those 
present in the population as a whole, we cannot claim representa-
tiveness when the item in question is sensitive to group differences 
such as education. When no such qualification is made, then the 
data are approximate estimates of the general public. 
The interview guide sheet was designed to obtain the usual type of 
optmon survey responses. Questions similar to those of the previous 
study appear for comparison purposes. Additional questions con-
cerning occupational environment have been added to measure the 
appeal of such factors in light of the ''image'' study. 
' 

CHAPTER l 
How the Public Gets Its Science News 
The prime area for investigation was written material. Newspapers 
and magazines ranked highly in the national study as sources for 
science news and information. Newspapers were the primary media 
while television and magazines ranked next with radio mentioned by 
4 percent. 
The R & D study considered only newspapers and magazines. Ninety-
four percent of the respondents read newspapers with 58 percent 
reading more than one newspaper. Approximately three-quarters, 
72 percent, read local daily papers and more than half of these, 
39 percent, read weekly papers. 
Headlines and front-page stories were read first by 64 percent of the 
respondents. Comics and sports ranked second and third in prefer-
ence to be read first. It is of interest to note that most people con-
tinued to read through the paper in its entirety after making their 
initial choice. Nineteen percent fell in this category. Sports and 
headlines were ranked equally as second selections but after that 
one-third of the sample continued to read through. Headlines, comics, 
sports, society, and advertisements ranked in that order of preference. 
One-third of the respondents " skip over" sports, society news , and 
comics. Stories about local events were read all the way through 
by 44 percent. Stories about medicine and health were next with 42 
percent. In order of decreasing reader ship the following subject 
matters were read all the way through; stories about ordinary 
people who happen to get into the news - 38 percent, comics - 30 percent, 
society news - 25 percm t, stories about crime - 25 percent, and 
stories about national politics - 22 percent. Seventy-seven percent, 
more than three-fourths, are in favor of cutting down other stories 
for more science stories. Seventeen percent feel there is enough 
science in the paper. 
More than one quarter, 2 7 percent, suggested cutting down society 
items. Next came comics, sports, and then ads. 
Eighty-six percent read articles about science in magazines over the 
past year. Only 6 percent failed to recall the general subject heading 
of what they read. Forty-two percent recalled stories about space 
vehicles and the Glenn Flight. Thirty-six percent recalled stories 
of medicine and health. Altogether, 80 percent or 8 out of 10 recalled 
some story about science which was read in a magazine. Only 6 percent 
failed to recall. 
Fifty percent mentioned popular bookstand publications in recalling 
names of magazines . Fourteen percent mentioned professional 
technical publications. Seven percent mentioned business publications. 
Almost one -fifth, 17 percent, could not recall the name of the maga-
zine. Twelve percent gave no answer. 
Thirty percent felt the science stories they were interested in were 
very complete. Thirty-six percent felt they were rather complete. 
One-fifth felt the stories were rather incomplete and 14 percent gave 
no answer. Since such a small percentage indicate satisfaction with 
the completeness of science stories, there appears to be much room 
for improvement. Industrial publications can help fill the gap but 
science writers or technical writers must be capable of interpreting 
for their publics. 
The following tables present the results of the R & D study~ 
' 
Science News and How the Public Gets It 
TABLE S-1 
Question: 
¥That newspaper(s) do you read? 
Categorized Responses No. I 36 
Read newspapers 34 
Do not read newspapers 2 
Total . . . 36 
Percent 
94 
6 
100 
Many of the respondents indicated they read more than one newspaper. 
Read more than one newspaper 
Read only one newspaper 
Do not read newspapers 
Total ... 
21 
13 
2 
36 
58 
36 
6 
100 
' 
TABLE S-2 
Question: 
About how often do you read the newspaper? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Daily 26 72 
Several times a week 9 25 
Weekly 14 39 
Not at all 2 6 
' 
Since many of the respondents read more than one newspaper and some 
indicated reading two daily papers and one weekly paper, no attempt 
is made to balance the number surveyed (36) with the percentage which 
should always be 100. Kindly refer to TABLE S-1 for further clarifi-
cation. 
TABLE S-3 
Question: 
When you read the newspaper, what sort of items do you usually 
read first? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Headlines 23 64 
Comics 3 8 
Sports 2 6 
Other 6 16 
No Answer 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
The "Other'' category includes singular responses in items as follows; 
puzzles, society, local news, Dear Abby, Women's Page and Obituaries. ' 
'!'ABLE S-4 
Question: 
What do you usual1 y read next? 
Categorized Responses: No . /36 
Continue to read through 7 
Sports 5 
Headlines 5 
Local News 3 
Society 3 
Theater 3 
Comics 2 
Weather 2 
No Answer 2 
Other 4 
Total . . . 36 
Percent 
l9 
14 
l4 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 
6 
1 1 
100 
The "Other ' ' category includes singular responses in items as 
follows; editorials, obituaries and births, women's page, store 
advertisements . 
.. 
TABLE S-5 
Question: 
What do you read after that, namely your third choice? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Continue Through 12 33 
Advertisements 5 14 
Comics 4 11 
Society 4 11 
General News 2 6 
Other 7 19 
No Answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
' The "Other" category includes singular responses in items as follows; 
financial, race sheet, puzzles, obituaries, theater, women's page 
and household. 
I 
-
TABLE S-6 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the 
paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that 
interest you. For instance, how about SPORTS, do you usually 
read it all the way through, read some of it, glance at it, or skip 
over it.? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 5 14 
Read some of it 6 16 
Just glance at it 11 31 
Skip over it 12 33 
No answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 , 
TABLE S-7 
Question: 
Refer to question above. SOCIETY NEWS 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 10 68 
Read some of it 3 8 
Just glance at it 9 25 
Skip over it 12 33 
No answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE S-8 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the paper, 
so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of thing s that interest you. 
For instance, how about stories about local events, aside from local 
sport or society news do you usually read it all the way through, read 
some of it, just glance at it, or skip over it. 
Categorized Responses : No. /36 Percent 
' 
Usually read it all the way through 16 44 
Read some of it 6 17 
Just glance at it 8 zz 
Skip over it 4 11 
No answer 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
TABLE S-9 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the paper, 
so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that interest you. 
For instance stories about national politics do you usually read it all 
the way through, read some of it, just glance at it, or skip over it. 
Categorized Responses g No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 8 2Z 
Read some of it 11 31 
Just glance at it 7 19 
Skip over it 8 2Z 
No answer 2 6 
Total . 36 100 • 
• 
TABLE S-10 
Question: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the paper, 
so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that interest you. 
For instance, how about stories about medicine and health do you 
usually read it all the way through, read some of it, just glance at it , 
or skip over it. 
Categorized Responses ~ No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 15 42 
Read some of it 7 19 
Just glance at it 7 19 
Skip over it 5 14 
No answer 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
TABLE S-11 
Question~ 
Refer to question above. STORIES ABOUT OTHER KINDS OF SCIENCE 
Categorized Reeponses: No,/36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 9 25 
Read some of it 8 22 
Just glance at it 10 28 
Skip over it 7 19 
No answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE S-12 
Qu-estion: 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the paper, 
so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that interest you. 
For instance, how about stories about foreign events do you usually 
read it all the way through, read some of it, just glance at it, or skip 
over it. 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 7 19 
Read some of it 11 30 
Just glance at it 10 28 
Skip over it 6 17 
No Answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE S-13 
Question: 
Refer to question abov.e. STORIES ABOUT CRIME 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 9 25 ' 
Read some of it 8 22 
Just glance at it 1 1 30 
Skip over it 6 17 
No answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE S-14 
Question~ 
Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in the paper, 
so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that interest yo\1. 
For instance, how about Comics do you usually read it all the way 
through, read some of it, just glance at it, or skip over it . 
Categorized Responses ~ No. /36 Percent 
Usually read it all the way through 11 30 
Read some of it 6 17 
Just glance at it 4 11 
Skip over it 13 36 
No answer 2 6 
Total .. 36 100 
TABLE S-15 
Question: 
Refer to question above. STORIES ABOUT ORDINARY PEOPLE WHO 
HAPPEN TO GET INTO THE NEWS' 
Categorized Responses ~ No. /36 Percent 
----
Usually read it all the way through 14 38 
Read some of it 6 17 
Just glance at it 8 22 
Skip over it 6 ·1 7 
No Answer 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
J 
TABLE S-16 
Question: 
Suppose a newspaper wanted to put in more stories about science, but 
had to cut down on something else to get them in. Are there any sorts 
of items you would be willing to have less of in order to get in more 
about science? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Yes 28 77 
No 6 17 
No answer 2 6 
Total ... 36 100 
i 
TABLE S-17 
Question: 
What sorts of items might be cut down? 
Categorized Responses ~ No. /44 Percent 
Society 12 27 
Comics 6 14 
Sports 5 l l 
Ads 5 ll 
Political News 4 9 
Advice Columns 4 9 
No answer 2 5 
, 
Other 6 14 
Total ... 44 100 
. 
Since some respondents had more than one item selection for cut 
down in favor of more science, the percentages are based on 44 
replies. 
TABLE S-18 
Question: 
Have you read any articles about any kind of science in a magazine 
within the last year? 
Categorized Responses : No . /36 Percent 
Yes 31 86 
No 5 14 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE S-19 
Question: 
What was it about? 
Categorized Responses ~ No . /36 Percent 
Medical and Health 13 36 
Space Vehicles 15 42 
No answer 5 14 
Inventions 1 2 
Don't Remember 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
TABLE S-20 
Question: 
What magazine was it in? 
Categorized Responses: No. /42 Percent 
Popular bookstand publications 21 50 
Technical publications 6 14 
Business publications 3 7 
Unknown 7 17 
No answer 5 12 
Total ... 42 100 
Since a few respondents read science stories in more than one magazine, 
their additional readership is included. Percentages are based on 42 
responses rather than 36. 
TABLE S-21 
Question: 
Did the science stories tell you what you were interested in finding 
out? That is, were they very complete, rather complete, rather 
incomplete or very incomplete? 
Categorized Responses: No. /36 Percent 
Very complete 1 1 30 
Rather complete 13 36 
Rather incomplete 7 20 
Very incomplete 0 
No answer 5 14 
Total ... 36 100 
i 
Knowledge and Feelings About Science and Scientists: 
Following the questions asked to determine where the respondents get 
their science news and information, the interviewees were asked the 
question, "From your point of view, what does it mean to study some-
thing scientifically?" The responses appear in the table. 
Respondents stressed two qualities --thoroughness and analysis. 
These two ideas were expressed in terms of getting to the roots ef 
things and !'taking things apart to see what makes them tick". These 
are really two ways of saying the same thing, although it was usually 
possible to ascertain an emphasis on thoroughness or analysis. 
Research and analysis was stressed by 72 percent. This response 
did not involve a discussion of the experimental method. Measurement 
with an emphasis on precision was mentioned by 8 percent. 
Twenty percent said they did not know what it meant to study something 
scientifically. 
In summary, many people see science as an especially thorough and 
analytical way of studying something. It seemed that there is no 
clear picture of science as particularly unique in its methods or in 
its criteria about what is valid and reliable knowledge. 
In comparison to the national study, more people had a good idea o£ 
what was meant by studying something scientifically in the R & D 
study. Eighty percent had expressed some idea o£ a definition 
whereas 70 percent o£ the general public had more varied expressions 
and ideas . 
Only 20 percent o£ " DON'T KNOW ' ' showed up in this study as com-
pared to 27 percent in the national study. 
! 
R & D Study 
72 
8 
20 
100 
N = (36) 
THE MEANING OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY 
Thoroughness; studying it deeply, getting 
to the bottom of it 
Analysis; taking it apart to see what makes 
it tick 
National Study 
33% 
22 
Method stressed; e. g., description of 10 
e'Xperimental method 
Open·minded approach; skepticism; suspended 4 
judgement 
Measurement stressed 2 
Explbration of the unknown 2 
Science is a collection of facts 2 
Other, miscellaneous ll 
Misunderstood the question 5 
Don't know 27 
Not ascertained 3 
** 
N = ( 1919) 
>:C>:< Note: National study totals to more than 100 percent because more 
than one response was given. 
' 
LIMITS TO THE APPLICABILITY OF THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH 
R & D Study National Study 
42o/o Science cannot study: 
3 Some things, but don 1 t know what they 13% 
are 
14 Religion; fai th, the Bible 5 
3 Human behavior, thought 4 
Spiritual realms and beings 2 
3 Aesthetic things, art, beauty 
8 Humanistic areas, history, philosophy 1 
8 Other miscellaneous areas 3 
50 Science can study anything 47 
8 Don 1t know 26 
3 Not ascertained 2 
100 ~~>!~ 
N = ( 36) N = (1919) 
>l<*Note: National study totals to more than 100 percent because more 
than one response was given . 
R & D study indicates percent breakdown of the major sub-
categories of ' 1cannot study' 1 • 
' 
National Study 
About half (47%) the sample believes science can study anything. Those 
who believe there are limits to the scientific approach are not very 
clear as to what areas are unapproachable. Thirteen percent say 
there are some things, but don't know what they are. A few (5%) 
mention religious areas; some cite human behavior and thought (4%); 
and a scattering mention other items. A sizeable proportion (26%) 
confess they don't know. 
In general, about half the group are optimistic about the scope of 
scientific investigation and the rest are divided between uncertainty 
and reservations. 
R & D Study 
When asked whether there are things that can't be studied scientifically, 
fifty percent responded in the negative. 
Of those interviewees who answered "yes" to the above question religion ' 
was the subject most frequently (5) mentioned. Other subjects that fell 
into the "can't be studied scientifically" category were love, history, 
literature, geography, current events and the thinking process. Since 
the frequencies in these subjects were not significantly high, they are 
not recorded. 
Comparison of studi. es reflects close agreement in the statement that 
science can study anything. However, the R & D study is more equally 
split on its feeling. In this study, 42 percent indicate things that can't 
be studied scientifically whereas only 29 percent of the national study 
feel this way. Only 8 percent of the R & D study fall into the DON'T 
KNOW category as compared to 26 percent in the national study. 
R & D Study 
83% 
17 
100% 
N = ( 36) 
THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
We can understand human beings by 
scientific study 
We can understand most things about 
human beings 
Some things yes, and some things no 
We cannot understand most things about 
human beings 
We cannot understand human beings by 
scientific study 
Don't know 
Not ascertained 
N a tiona! Study 
SO% 
13 
' 
5 
2 
14 
13 
3 
100% 
N = ( 1919) 
National Study 
A follow-up question on the limits of science in the study of man was 
posed " . . . do you think we can know how people think, why they 
behave the way they do, by scientific study''? Half the sample 
answered an unqualified ' 'Yes''. 
Thirteen percent more said it would be possible to understand most 
things about human beings. Only 14 percent said that it is not possible 
to understand such things scientifically. The feasibility of behavioral 
science is accepted by a majority of the sample. 
R & D Study 
The majority is more clearly indicated in the R & D study where 
categorically the responses fell yes or no. Eighty-three percent 
felt that scientific study could explain how people think and why they 
behave the way they do. Seventeen percent said we cannot understand 
human beings by scientific study. 
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE 
There is very strong a'greement that science is responsible for healthier, easier and more comfortable 
living and that science is the main reason for our rapid progress. About nine out of ten respondents agree 
with these generaLizations. 
Number 
of 
Cases 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
(R & D Study) 
Total Disagree Agree 
100 6 94 
100 8 92 
100 . 69 31 
100 81 19 
100 72 .. 28 
Agree 
Science is making our 
lives healthier, easier 
and more comfortable. 
94 
One of the best things about 89 
science is that it is the main 
reason for our rapid progress. 
One trouble with science is 43 
that it makes our way of life 
change too fast. 
The growth of science means 32 
that a few people could control 
our lives. 
One of the bad effects of 
science is that it breaks 
down people's ideas of right 
and wrong. 
23 
(National Study) 
Number 
Don't of 
Disagree Know NA Total Cases 
--
3 2 l l OOo/o ( 1919) 
6 4 lOOo/o (1919) 
51 5 1 1 0 Oo/o (1 91 9) 
60 7 l 0 Oo/o ( 1 91 9} 
67 8 2 lOOo/o (\919} 
.. 
(continued) 
• 
Number 
of 
Cases 
36 
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE (continued) 
(R & _D Study) (National Study) 
\. 
Don't 
Total Disagree Agree Agree Disagree Know NA Total 
Number 
of 
Cases 
100 56 44 Science will solve our 
social problems like 
crime and mental illness . 
47 45 6 2 1 OOo/o ( l 91 9) 
There are side effects of scienc e, of a more negative tone, which must 
be taken into account. One of the by -products of "progress" is rapid 
change which disrupts social patterns and dethrones tradition. There 
was a 12 percent difference between studies on the question that "one 
trouble with science is that it makes our way of life change too fast" . 
The possibility of manipulating people's lives worries one -third of the 
respondents of the national study who say that "the growth of science 
' 
means a few people could control our lives" . Only one -fifth of the R & D 
study worry about this manipulation. .L\.b"Jut one -fourth believe that science 
tends to break down people's ideas oi right and wrong . Almost a third 
(28%) of the R & D study support this belief. Science is not viewed as the 
universal panacea, for the sample is almost aplit between those who be-
lieve science will solve our social problems (47o/o) and those who do not 
(45%) . The R & D study is not as evenly split in that a clear majority of 
the sample (56%) do not agree with the statement while (44%) agree . Al-
though science is generally seen as a good thing, it is also seen as having 
some negative side -effects. The image of science is mixed . Fearful re-
actions to science probably are associated with an increased saliency of 
one or more of the negative by-products in the minds of the public . This 
fear i~ not so relevant in the minds of the R & D public, in that (~1 o/o) see 
no fear of science allowing a few people to control our lives . 
" 
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENTISTS 
(R & D Study) (National Study) 
Number Number 
of Don't of 
Cases Total Disagree Agree Agree 
-
Disagree Know NA Total Cases 
36 100 14 86 Most scientists want to 90 5 4 1 100% ( 1 91 9) . 
work on things that will 
make life better for the 
average person. 
" 36 100 86 14 Most scientists are mainly 26 64 8 2 100% ( l 91 9) 
interested in knowledge; they 
don't care much about its 
practical value. 
36 100 39 61 Scientists work harder than 67 25 6 2 100% ( l 919) 
the average person. -· 
36 100 94 6 Scientists always seem to 22 70 6 2 lOO% ( l 919) 
be prying into things they 
really ought to stay out of. 
. 
36 '\ 100 67 33 Scientists are apt to be odd 41 51 6 2 100% ( l 919) 
and pecpliar people. 
l 
36 100 64 36 Scientists are not likely to 31 51 15 3 100% ( l 919) 
be very religious people. 
Attitudes Toward Scientists 
National Study 
The theme of humanitarianism as a motive comes out strongly in 
response to the statement,''Most scientists want to work on things 
that will make life better for the average per son. 11 Ninety percent 
agree. Approaching the same point from a slight! y different angle, 
we find that 26 percent agree that "most scientists are mainly inter-
ested i,n knowledge; they don't care much about its practical value. 11 
There is not much awareness that an emphasis on practical application 
of scientific work might conflict with the knowledge-seeking motiva-
tions imputed to scientists. 
Two-thirds agree that sdentists work harder than the average person. 
Here is part of the key to the generally positive image of science. 
Hard work is "good", and work directed to "good" ends is even better. 
The fact that scientists are seen as diligent may save them from the 
sneers directed at the "useless" or "soft" intellectual worker. The 
fact that some research may carry scientists into culturally forbidden ' 
or private realms seems to disturb 22 percent of the sample. They 
agree the "scientists always seem to be prying into things they really 
ought to stay out of". But 70 percent of the sample do not feel this 
way. 
That scientists are "apt to be odd and peculiar people" is agreed 
• to by 41 pereent. However, if we see this comment in the light of 
. , 
previous' questions, the phrase "odd and peculiar" takes on a rriilder 
tone than might ordinarily be assumed. It would 'be over-interpretation 
to assert that it means the mad scientist of fiction. 
Thirty-one percent feel that scientists are ''not likely to be very 
reli_gious people'', although 51 percent disagree and 15 percent don't 
know. 
These feelings about scientists reveal a generally positive picture, 
with some more negative overtones. 
R & D Study 
Eighty-six percent agree that ''most scientists want to work on things 
that will make life better for the average person". Only 14 percent 
agree that "most scientists are mainly interested in knowledge; they 
don't care much about its practical value". There is a 12 percent 
difference between studies here that indicates more awareness that 
practical application of scientific work and knowledge-seeking motiva-
tions go hand in hand. 
Sixty-one percent agree that scientists work harder than the average 
person. Here is a definite indicator of the positive image of science. 
The R & D study supports the national study strongly. 
' 
I 
A very small percentage (6o/o) agree that "scientists always seem to 
be prying into things they really ought to stay out of. An overwhelming 
majority of 94 percent of the sample do not feel this way. One -third 
feel that scientists are "apt to be odd and peculiar people ' '. The in-
vestigator agrees with the qualification of the phase ' ' odd and peculiar" 
in that i~ takes on a milder tone than might ordinarily be assumed . 
• Thirty-six p~rcent feel that scientists are ''not likely to be very religious 
people ' ', although 64 percent, almost two-thirds disagree. 
These feelings about scientists reveal a more positive picture and 
can probably be attributed to a greater understanding on the part 
of the respondents through close association and working environment. 
This is a major result of occupational influence. 
' 
The engineer, especially those who deal with government, would do 
well to understand the workings of the legislative and the executive 
branches, the two-party system, the channels of influence in politics. 
The Sociologist ... man in his social roles 
The sociologist, on the other hand, is concerned with men in interaction, 
the individual in his many groups, the family, the community, the 
church, government and industry. He studies the roles an individual 
can take these settings, father and president of the Kiwanis Club, 
minister, foreman, and bureaucrat. 
His unit of investigation is the group. Man is an aspect of the social 
group to which he belongs, moving through various social roles w hich 
' prescribe certain kinds of appropriate and inappropriate activities. 
A society in the sociologist's view, then, is characterized by the 
social roles which individuals adopt with various degrees of comfort. 
Traditionally, the sociologist has been especially concerned with the 
study of crime, racial discrimination, drug addiction, and the problems 
of inadequate housing and unemployment. He looks at a given society 
and asks: What happens when the system does not provide the social 
niches for the individual, and what are the consequences? More 
recently he has become concerned with the ways in which societies 
contribute to human security and adjustment by providing socially 
approved modes of behavior. 
PRACTICALITY AND FREEDOM OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
R &: D Study National Study 
28% 
47 
25 
100% 
Scientists should only work on things 
that clearly have a practical value 
Scientists should work on understanding 
nature, even if there is no immediate 
use seen for such work 
Scientists should work on anything that 
interests them, even if it has no practical 
value at all. 
More than one alternative chosen 
Don't know 
Not ascertained 
N = (36) 
40% 
31 
23 
* 
3 
2 
100% 
N = ( 1919) 
' 
' 
Limits on Science 
Another aspect of the social role of scientists is the extent to which 
the public would limit freedom to investigate any phenomena. Two 
considerations were found to be most important in this respect during 
the preliminary phases of the study. The first concerns the belief 
that scientists should (or should not) focus their activities on ' 'practical ' ' 
research. The second concerns the relevance of any religious restric-
tiona on scientific endeavor. 
The national study shows that 40 percent of the sample said they 
thought scientists should work only on practical problems. Alto-
gether, 54 percent expressed other opinions which emphasized freedom 
of research. In fact, 23 percent said flatly that they should do what 
they please, even if it has no practical value at all. 
The R & D study showed 28 percent of the sample favored restricting 
the s.cientists to work on only practical problems. Altogether, 72 
percent agreed to an emphasis on freedom of research. One-quarter 
of the sample said scientists should do what they please, even if 
it has no practical value at all. This in itself may be an over-expression 
of faith in a fellow working associate. However, this is an indication 
of trust in that a quarter of the sample placed its confidence in the 
scientists ability to discover something new. 
-
RELIGIOUS LIMITS AND FREEDOM OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
Should scientists work on anything they want to even if their discoveries ' 
seem to conflict with religious teachings? 
R & D Study National Study 
83o/o Yes 48o/o 
Yes, qualified 5 
No, qualified 2 
17 No 34 
Science cannot conflict with religion 2 
Science supports religion 
Don't know 6 
Not ascertained 3 
1 0 Oo/o 1 OOo/o 
N = (36) N = (1919) 
.... 
• 
II 
National Study 
Forty-eight percent said scientists should work on what they want even 
though their findings seem to conflict with religious teachings. But 
one-third (34o/o) said that religious considerations should restrict 
scientific research freedom. 
Although utilitarian and religious considerations play a part in limits 
which people see as legitimate for science, it would be easy to 
over -emphasize the strength with which they are held. Nonetheless, 
they form part of the negative image of science which colors the 
generally positive view. 
R & D Study 
Eighty-three percent said scientists should work on what they want 
' 
even if their findings seem to conflict with religious teachings. Lees 
than one -fifth, 17 percent, gave no answer which implied some restric-
tion. The R & D study reflects a greater majority favoring scientific 
research freedom. This feeling can be attributed to a better under-
standing and knowledge of science research held by the R & D environed 
sample. 
Although the belief that the current emphasis on science may be causing 
a drift away from religious beliefs, this does not trouble as many people 
l 
in the R & D environment as it -does the general public. This under-
current is not strong enough to affect the generally positive tone of 
the attitude toward science. 
INFLUENCE OF R & D ENVIRONMENT 
R & D Study YES NO 
No. /36 Percent No. /36 Percent 
Would you encourage your 34 94 2 6 
friends to seek employment 
with an R & D organization? 
As a member of an R & D 29 81 7 19 
community do you feel you 
understand more about 
science? 
Do you find the scientific 34 94 2 6 
associates you work with 
eager to answer any ques-
tions you may have con-
cerning your work for them? 
Do you feel that you are con- 29 81 7 19 
tributing in some way to the 
National Defense of our 
country? 
Note: These statistics bear out a comment in the Krieghbaum National 
Study concerning industrial or working environment influence. 
The R & D study shows that the environment whi ch is in the control 
of the management has great power to influence the public. The 
influence detectable here is that which concerns scientific under-
standing. This environment has great appeal to the public studied 
and its potential can be used to greater advantage if the need exists . 
Influence of R &: D Environments 
R &: D Study 
In order to determine the influence, if any, of an R &: D industrial 
environment, the following questions were asked: 
' 'Would you encourage your friends to seek employment with an 
R &: D organization? A large majority, 94 percent, would encourage 
their friends to seek employment. High pay, modern facilities, pro-
fessional atmosphere, scientific leadership, and opportunity to learn 
' 
about the space business were mentioned aJ3 incentives . Six percent 
responded negatively, since they felt most applicants for employment 
should be technically trained. 
A more direct question was then asked, "As a member of an R &: D 
community do you feel you understand more about science?" Eighty-one 
percent said "yes" with the remaining 19 percent responding "no''. 
The majority felt they were in an environment of learning and through 
association understood more about science. The follow-on question 
helps to explain why the majority feels a greater understanding of 
science. When asked, "Do the scientific associates you work with 
eagerly answer any questions you may have concerning your work 
for them? ' ' Ninety-four percent gave a ''yes ' ' answer. This available 
consultation and knowledge, together with the statement that the 
scientific associates are eager to answer their questions, accounts 
I 
for the feeling of the majority in expressing their greater understanding 
of science. Only 6 percent found their scientific associates unwilling 
to spend time in answering their questions. 
Do you feel that you are contributing in some way to the National 
Defense of our country? Eighty-one percent feel they are by 
assisting in the preparation and publication of technical documentation. 
Although not contributing direct! y to scientific data, they feel their 
role is important to getting the task completed. Nineteen percent 
feel no contribution since they are not technically trained and do no 
technical or scientific work. 
' 
' 
CHAPTER 2 
"Images'' Held by Professionals by Profeasionals 
Introduction 
Over a century ago, Alexis de Tocqueville saw in Americans a 
"clear, free, original and inventive power of mind" suited for 
practical objectives but not inclined to the broader vistas of human 
wisdom. This practical and innovative mind has changed the United 
States from a handful of agrarian colonies to one of the greatest 
industrial nations in history. 
However, our practical bent, and especially its uncritical use, 
jeopardizes America's opportunity to participate creatively and 
humanistically in a modern space age. The times demand that 
men think as whole men, that men enlarge their view of the world 
beyond their professional windows, that they make decisions which 
take into account the complexities of human nature at home and 
abroad. Nowadays, decisions are not really ' 'practical" if they 
serve only immediate professional objectives . 1 
Traditionally, it has been harder for the engineer to see humans 
in this multifaceted view. The engineer's methods of thought 
1H. C. Perlmutter, Center for International Studies, M. I. T., 
Product Engineering, 31 March 1958, McGraw-Hill, New York 26, 
New York. 
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worked so well, he has not needed to question them. He is by no 
means the only professional bound by occupational codes and the 
self -assurance that his thinking is sound. But the engineer, even as 
, 
an administrator, has frequently assumed that common sense will 
get him through political and economic crises, that close attention 
to "facts 11 will eliminate industrial conflict, and simple gimmicks 
will adapt the human being to the production-distribution systems he 
builds. 
It is the exceptional engineer, who exhibits a broadened view of the 
human being, who would ask: What will be the impact of his innovation 
on the worker's self-esteem, sense of artisanship, need for good work? 
How will this technological innovation alter the social, economic and 
political life of our country? How does government function? What 
is the cause and the significance of ''red tape? 11 
The engineer can throw up his hands in despair at such questions 
and note that life is complicated enough as it is. But if there is a 
growing feeling that he must understand some of the forces which 
shape his destiny, he may well turn to social scientists with some, 
if not great, expectatious. 
For the social scientists have collected enormous amounts of data 
that bear (in various degrees) on central and current social issues 
. 
and problems. They have made some important practical contributions 
to political, economic, social and psychological improvements of the 
human estate. But their knowledge is not in a readily digested tablet. 
First, who are these social scientists? Their names are familiar 
enough: economist, political scientist, sociologist, anthropologist, 
and social psychologist are usually included. The sciences they 
work in are called social in that they deal with social as opposed to 
biological behavior. They are sciences in that systematic, objective 
and repeatable methods are used for collecting data, for testing 
theories and hypotheses and for abandoning explanations that do 
not fit the facts. In some there is an active experimentation, with 
controlled and carefully designed research and with a judicious. use 
of statistics and mathematical models. 
Natural scientists and engineers are often astonished and sometimes 
. . 
amused at the sophistication of the experimentally minded social 
scientists in planning research. But most social scientists have to 
be especially cautious about data collection. Their data are more 
elusive because observers need a high level of training. Measurement 
of human interaction or cultural forms is a more subtle operation in 
many ways than the measurement of the tensile strength of cast iron. 
Most of the social sciences have a long way to go before they achieve 
the objectivity of the physical sciences. 
Some Descriptions 
The Economist ... and economic man 
The economist's interests are the most efficient use of societyJ s 
resources and the continued growth of the economy. In pursuing 
these aims he used indices such as wages and prices, composition 
of output, rate of saving and investment to describe and predict the 
state of the economy. 
Among most economists there is a real recognition, if not under-
standing, of the operation of social and political factors which affect 
economic growth; experience with inflations and depressions have 
established his image of economic man. 
The economist might well advise the engineer that, in terms of 
the economic objectives of a society, a cruder type of machine is 
better than a fancy one, or high employment better than high production. 
His counsel always gives highest priority to the economic use of a 
country's resources, and the economic objectives and needs of 
individuals. 
The Social Anthropologist ... the behavior of societies 
The social anthropologist's concern is with the largest unit, society 
as a whole. He sees individuals as aspects of institutions and 
~ 
I 
institutions as aspects of a culture. Individuals and institutions 
(church and state, family and occupations) are interrelated to give 
a cultural style. They act on one another, and are reacted to, through 
the medium of individuals. 
The social anthropologist notes the rituals and ceremonials of 
birth and death, of adolescence and adulthood, of marriage and 
divorce. He notes the forms of social dislocation and breakdown 
(as does the sociologist) with the question, why does this occur? 
Where has the society ceased to function adequately for its own 
survival? 
The purpose is to describe, explain and control man in his different 
habitats. The antropologist has useful observations on the style 
of life in a given country, the basic beliefs about a man's destiny, 
his orientation towards science or sorcery, his confidence in man's 
control over nature, his concept of marriage as an institution. 
If the engineer is to predict whether a given culture will adopt a 
given innovation, he needs to understand the present cultural style 
and patterns of behavior. People do not, as he often thinks, believe 
and act pretty much the same all over the world. 
I 
I 
The Political Scientist ... power and its uses 
The political scientist wants to know for what purposes people 
use political power and in what ways individuals shape their society. 
" He studies men groping for justice, freedom and dignity. He asks: 
how does a political party get organized, seek and reach power? 
What policies and strategies do they use and how effective are 
they? How-does a political system - a democracy or a totalitarian 
state - establish its institutions and try to maintain control over its 
citizenry? Who are the people who get power, when, lor what reason, 
with what aims and with what consectuences? 
The political scientist can look at a political system such as a 
democracy, less as a source of frustration because of the endless 
intertwineing of red tape in government, but as a unique political 
solution necessary to make policies, pass laws, please and represent 
a public, all the while maintaining a multi-party system of government. 
The political scientists can make acute analyses of the intra-govern-
ment maneuvers between the military and the civilian, the legislative 
and the executive sectors of government. He may try to explain why 
Pentagoners fight for crash programs on missiles, while civilian 
sectors plead fqr moderation, and under what conditions the compromise 
takes place. 
' 
The engineer could come under the scrutiny of the sociologists. 
They would ask: What is the role of the engineer, what is his be-
havior and function - and for what reason? How does his role affect 
his relation to people in other roles: administrators, government 
bureaucrats, sales staff? What are the values and outlooks of the 
engineer if he "succeeds" in his role? 
The Social Psychologist ... the individual's point of view 
The social psychologist is concerned, like the sociologist, with human 
interaction, but his focus is on the inner world of the individual. He 
observes and experiments with the thinking, feeling, goal-directed 
person in relati.on to his colleagues, his family, his supervisors and 
his subordinates. He asks : How does the individual adapt to other 
individuals? How does he react to various social roles? How does 
. 
he try to satisfy his needs for companionship and solitude, for power 
and for prestige, for work and for play? The social psychologist con-
ducts controlled research on the communication of ideas in social 
groups, the effects of autocratic leadership versus democratic 
leadership on productivity. 
The psychorogist' s unit of observation is the individual in his social 
world. This focus on the individual's attitude and rnoti ves makes 
his methods suitable for applied social research, particularly market 
research. 
Where the engineer tries to explain the psychological reactions within 
his firm or the psychological impacts of his products and ideas, he is 
making some guesses about the everyday subject matter of the social 
psychologist. 
Social Science and the Engineer 
' 
Of course, these descriptions of the subject matter of the social 
sciences are oversimplified; even the division between the social 
scientists are rapidly becoming arbitrary. Like the engineer, the 
1-' 
social scientist also needs to look at the whole man and he has had 
his share of difficulties in integrating the findings of his professional 
discipline with those of others. 
Engineer and social scientist rarely work collaboratively; there are 
few studies of what the difficulties were when they did meet. Of 
late, some city planners have attempted the joint analysis of their 
planning problems with some success. But formulas for the improve-
ment of communications between individuals with such varied outlooks 
have not been derived. These initial cautions are necessary. 
The engineer cannot become a social scientist. The intricacies of 
social science concepts, the data collected and the interpretations 
that are made make each field a formidable life activity for the most 
dedicated of men. The engineer cannot expect to have the time nor 
the inclination to burrow into the nuances of each field. 
The engineer cannot expect to find ready-made conclusions and 
generalizations. Interest in the immediate and practical may lead 
to unrealistic expectations . The engineer may ask: give me your 
facts and conclusions and show me what use they will have in my 
work. 
But the cream of social research cannot be skimmed off without 
understanding the conditions under which generalizations were 
drawn. 
Some so-called human relations programs are notorious examples 
• of the misuse of social science generalizations. Devices purported 
to ' 'improve morale ' ', raise productivity and increase efficiency 
often reflect a complete unawareness of an individual's usual 
reaction to being manipulated. 
The engineer cannot expect easy communication with the social 
scientists. Accepting that social scientist's research findings are 
complicated, and the generalization he draws need qualification, can 
the engineer always turn to the social scientists in person? Unfor-
tunately not. The social scientist is often tied to his jargon, often 
excruoiatingly stilted and technical in nature. He typically likes 
to qualify his findings, resents easy generalizations and rapid 
judgements. He distracts rules of thumb. The more painstaking 
his research .the harder it is for him to draw conclusions, and the 
harder it is for others, particularly the practical minded, to apply 
his findings. The social scientist often displays a great reluctance 
to make predictions even though his best guess would sometime be 
quite useful. 
What can be Learned? 
If these barriers are likely, how will the meeting of minds occur? 
How can the engineer understand the spirit of the social scientist's 
approach? The above cautions may be useful, but they need not 
deter the courageous. There are some positive courses of action: 
By reading even the simplest studies (and preferably the simplest) 
the engineer can soon catch on to the special view involved. He notes 
' the kinds of questions asked, the way problems are attacked, the way 
data are collected and presented and the relation of the conclusions to 
the data. The engineer must be patient to wade through the protective 
insulation of theoretical terminology and jargon. If he comes to ,.. 
understand how the concepts are used, he will soon find that his own 
view of human behavior is sharpened. In short, to the extent that the 
engineer can understand and play the role of the social scientist, even 
if temporarily, he will broaden his view of the human behavior the 
social scientist studies. 
The engineer can question some social scientists about their premises. 
While the social scientist may be reluctant to discuss quick and 
sweeping generalizations, he will not be reluctant to discuss his 
basic assumptions about man and his nature. Social scientists do 
not always refuse to predict when a situation is rather well defined. 
With an open mind, and some tolerance for the difference in outlooks, 
the engineer can gain from even the most academic of social science 
' researchers. But the engineer had better listen to the qualification 
the social scientist makes about his findings. 
The Responsibility of the Social Scientist 
The social scientist has not been greatly interested in improving 
communication between him and the engineers. Communication 
requires the active interest of at least two parties and the social 
scientists have not presented their insights to a form useful for 
their fellow citizens. They have decried the engineer's non-humanistic 
approach to man and his mechanical way of dealing with the individual 
in the productive system. As often is the case, the communication 
problem stems not only from inadequate contact between engineer 
and social scientist, but also from a lack of a genuine and patient 
acceptance of the joint responsibilities the world has thrust upon 
engineers and social scientists alike. Perhaps the future offers some 
hope. 
Towards a Meeting of Minds 
Joint teams of engineers, economists, psychologists, sociologists, 
anthropologists, political scientists must work together toward a 
specific goal; the plan of a city or the design of a plant in a new 
community. The experience itself should be studied and resistance 
engineers anq the social scientists display about communicating ideas 
must be weeded out. In this setting, the social scientist will probably 
display his jargon and his dislike for the mechanical view of man. 
The engineer will feel uncomfortable with the concepts and the unfirm 
realities social scientists regard as truth. Both groups will feel 
that they are out of their element, that they do not find many areas 
, 
of mutual understanding. But they will have to find out why. 
There will also be a tendency to submerge the citizenself behind the 
professionalself. The engineer will feel he has to justify the engineer 1 s 
view - the social scientist his respective fields. Each will tend to forget 
that they are also whole men, and responsible citizens beyond their 
professional identification. But such inner barriers to communication 
can be overcome if men of sufficient open-mindedness, courage, 
resilience apd the sensitivity to each other 1 s problems can be brought 
together. 
Because the need is urgent, we can hope, along with the engineer-
statesman, Jame·s R. Killian, Jr., who went straight to the heart 
of the matter. His counsel applies to engineer and social scientist 
equally. He said recently: ' 'Our nation now asks of its engineers that 
they be more than technicians and narrow specialists, that they hence-
forth have a deeper grasp of the scientific principles and conceph 
fundamental to their understanding of nature and a broader foun1lation 
of liberal education embracing an understanding of man. It asks for 
more engineers who can, while achieving exceptional mastery of their 
specialty avoid the easy narrow rut of "excessive experttsm'' and go 
on to demonstrate as engineers leadership in human affairs - the 
capacity to use and shape technology as a powerful instrument for 
enhancing the quality of our society and for contributing to the great 
human problems of our time''. 
A meeting of minds of engineers and social scientist could generate 
more such engineer -leaders to fulfill a stabilizing role in our frantic 
times - the practical man with human understanding - indeed a high 
point in the evolution of civilized man. 
~·~----------~---------------------- ·-
CONCLUSION 
Understanding and appreciation of science in a Twentieth-Century 
democracy might dictate the know-how for our future survival. It 
is important for all people to understand what science and scientists 
are trying to do and what they are doing. 
The National Survey has established that there is a huge reservoir 
of public interest in science with many readers willing to give up 
other news to become better informed about science. The R & D 
Study gives even a stronger expression for more science news 
and information. This can be attributed to the influence of the 
working environment and the higher educational level of the sample 
studied from the R & D non-technical administrative public. 
With more students going through high school and on to college, 
and with many of them studying science, the market for science 
coverage in the popular communication channels will expand 
tremendously in the years ahead. 
Information in the mass media does get through to the public mind 
and, if the respondents in both studies are typical (they should be), 
an impressive amount of science information is remembered and 
can be recalled. 
~ 
I! 
• 
There is room for improvement in the popular reporting of scientific 
developments. The R & D Study shows a need for more complete 
and explanatory science articles. Science would, therefore, be 
more properly recorded and we all would have information on which 
to decide more intelligently those public matters involving science, 
scientists, and possibly their own existence. 
Public Relations plays an important managerial role in the environ-
ment described in the R & D Study. The true technical ability of 
practitioners, when directed by professionals, are realized in the 
application of techniques and methods for putting managements or 
science's appeals across to the object public. 
·-
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APPENDIX A 
l. Data Collection 
The personal interview w as the basic tool of data collection utilized. 
The decision was made to interview with the aid of an interview 
guide sheet. Although greater coverage could have been realized 
by mailing out detailed questionnaires . the interview had definite 
overriding advantages for this study in light of the major objective . 
The investigator felt that he could get at the underlying reasons 
and feelings and personal images by the interview method. Greater 
depth in the respondent's comments could be achieved by probing 
for more information and additional data when necessary. Rapport 
• 
could be established and thereby personal answers which respondents 
might hesit~te to put in writing on a questionnaire would be elicited. 
The questions on the guide sheet were organized to first find out 
where the respondent's got most of their news or information about 
science. These questions then lead into more specific questions on 
science and the scientist so as to bring out their attitude and feelings 
more strongly. The final questions asked concerned the working 
environ~ent and associates from an over-all standpoint so as to 
give so'me indication of feelings for the R &: D industry. The personal 
data sheets follow for the purpose of gathering sample characteristic 
data. 
2. Sampling Procedure 
A simple random sample was drawn in a systematic fashion from 
' a completely numbered universe (700) on employment lists. 
In order that the planning, interviewing and reporting might be 
as thorough a s possible, a decision was made to conduct 36 inter-
views or about 5 perc ent of the total public. No claim is made for 
the representativeness of this sample. 
Telephone calls were made to fifty people whose names were randomly 
selected. It was explained that they had been selected on a random 
jo 
I• basis to be interviewed, if they would agree, as part of a research 
project being conducted by a graduate student of Boston University. 
It was pointed out that the purpose of the interview was to discuss 
how people get their news or information about various subject 
r matters through the available media. As ' 'prospects ' ' were dis-
qualified, or as they stated that they preferred not to be interviewed, 
,. other names were substituted by use of the table of random numbers. 
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TABLE c 
Race 
No. /36 
White 36 
Negro 0 
Other 0 
TABLE D 
Religious Preference 
No. /36 
Protestant 7 
Catholic 25 
Jewish 3 
NONE l 
Total . 36 
TABLE E 
Protestant Denomination 
Congregationalist 
Methodist 
Episcopalian 
Baptist 
Total ... 
No. /7 
2 
2 
2 
l 
7 
Percent 
tOO 
0 
0 
Percent 
19 
70 
8 
3 
100 
Percent 
29 
29 
29 
13 
100 
' 
I 
TABLE F 
Religious Service Attendance 
' 
No. /36 Percent 
More than once a week 3 8 
Once a week 27 75 
2-3 times a month 2 5 
Once a month 1 3 
Few times a year or less 1 3 
Never 2 6 
Total . 36 100 
TABLE G 
Marital Status 
No. /36 Percent 
Married 16 44 
Single 17 47 
Divorced 1 3 
Separated 1 3 
Widowed 1 3 
Total . 36 100 
TABLE H 
Married and Have Children 
No. /36 Percent 
Yes 14 39 
No 22 61 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE I 
Number of Children in Family 
Under 21 No./14 Percent 
1 6 43 
2 4 29 
3 0 
4 1 7 
5 I 7 
6 1 7 
Over 21 
1 1 7 
Total 14 100 
n 
I• 
5 years or under 
10 years or under 
15 years or under 
A lodge or fraternal 
organization 
A church 
A church group or 
religious organization 
A labor union 
Other 
NONE 
TABLE J 
Ages of Children 
No. /29 
14 
7 
8 
Total ... 29 
TABLE K 
Organization Membership 
No. /59 
7 
29 
12 
1 
4 
6 
Total ... 59 
Percent 
48 
24 
28 
100 
Percent 
12 
49 
20 
2 
7 
' 
10 
100 
TABLE L 
Hobbies 
No. /36 Percent 
Yes 29 81 
No 7 19 
Total . . 36 100 
' 
TABLE M 
Hobby Description 
No. /57 Percent 
Sports 20 35 
Domestic Skills 10 18 
Reading 9 l6 
Musical Instruments 6 11 
Gardening 4 7 
Model Building 2 3 
Other 6 10 
Total ... 57 100 
The "other" category includes singular preferences for painting, drama, 
antique collecting, card playing, puzzles, and ceramics. The new total 
of 57 reflects a respondent preference for more than one hobby. 
-
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Yes 
·No 
Yes 
No 
TABLE N 
Grades of School Finished 
No. /36 
36 
TABLE 0 
High School Graduates 
No. /36 
36 
Total ... 36 
TABLE P 
Schooling Beyond High School 
Percent 
100 
Percent 
100 
100 
No. I 36 Percent 
Total ... 
30 
6 
36 
83 
17 
100 
, 
TABLE Q 
Other Schooling Description 
No. /36 Percent 
College (accredited) 15 43 
Business School 4 1 1 
Secretarial School 3 8 
·.")o 
Part Time - Vocational 8 22 
NONE . 6 16 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE R 
College Graduates 
No. /36 Percent 
Yes 6 17 
No 24 66 
6 17 
Total ... 36 tOO 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
TABLE S 
Science Courses in High School 
No. /36 
35 
1 
Total ... 36 
TABLE T 
Science Courses in College 
Total .. 
No. /28 
12 
16 
28 
TABLE U 
Studied Some Social Science 
Non Attenders 
No. /36 
12 
14 
10 
36 Total 
Percent 
97 
3 
100 
Percent 
43 
57 
100 
Percent 
33 
39 
28 
100 
I 
~ 
I~ 
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TABLE V 
Family Income 
No. /36 Percent 
2000-2999 1 3 
3000-3999 5 14 
4000-4999 7 19 
5000-5999 4 11 
6000-7499 4 11 
7500-14,999 15 42 
Total ... 36 100 
TABLE W 
Respondents Attitude Toward Interview 
Positive (interested, 
receptive, cooperative, 
helpful) 
Neutral (cooperative, but 
not involved, uninterested) 
Negative (uncooperative, 
resistant) 
Total ... 
No. /36 
32 
4 
36 
Percent 
89 
11 
100 
-
... 
4. Sample Characteristics 
. 
Interview Occupation EDUCATION 
No. Sex Non-Tech Adm. Age* Race R~li_gion Co!!1_pletedCollege Sorre College Completed H. S. 
1 M X A w p X 
2 F X c w c X 
3 F X D w N X 
4 F X c w c X 
5 F 
. 
X A w c X 
6 F X A w p X 
7 M X D w c X 
8 F X A w c X 
9 M X A w c X 
10 F X c w c X 
11 F X A w c X 
12 M X F w J X 
13 F X A w c X 
14 F X B w c ~ X 
15 F X B w c X 
16 M X D w c X 
17 F X c .w c X 
18 M X B w J X 
19 M · x A w c X 
20 M ~ D w p X 
21 F X A w c X 
22 M X A w c X 
~ 
23 M X c w c < X 
24 F X B w c X 
25 F X A w c X 
26 F X A w p . X 
27 M X E w c X 
28 F X A w c X 
29 F X A w c X 
30 F X A w J X 
(continued) 
' 
4. Sample Characteristics (continued) 
Interview 
No. 
Occupation 
Sex Non-Tech. Adm. 
31 F X 
32 F X 
33 F X 
34 M X 
35 F X 
36 M X 
......, 
* A= 21-24 
B = 25-29 
c = 30-34 
D = 35-39 
E = 40-44 
F = 45-49 
'\ 
" 
EDUCATION 
Age* Race Religion Completed College So~ College Completed H. S. 
D w p X 
A w c X 
B w c X 
~ A w p X 
A w p X 
B w c X 
... 
APPENDIX B 
1. INTER VIEW GUIDE SHEET 
, 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE SHEET 
We're interested in where people get certain kinds of news and infor-
mation and how they feel about it. Let's start with newspapers: 
1. W~9-t newspaper do you read? 
If ne'a.ds a newspaper 
a. .About how often do you read (name cf paper)? 
Name of paper 
Daily, several times a week, weekly, less than once a 
week. 
2. When you r'ead the paper, what sort of items do you usually 
read first? 
a. What do you usually read next? 
b. And after that? 
3. Of course, all people aren't interested in the same things in 
the paper, so I would like to get an idea of the kinds of things that in-
terest you in the paper. For instance, how about (insert) ; do you 
usually read it all the way through, read some of it, just glance at it, 
or skip over it? 
a. Sports news 
b. Society news 
c. Stories about t'ocal events, aside from local sport or 
society news 
d. Stories about national politics 
e. Stories about medicine and health 
f. Stories about other kinds of science besides medicine and 
health-like new inventions, or things scientists discover 
g. Stories about foreign events 
h. Stories about crime 
i. Comics 
j. Stories about ordinary people who happen to get into the news 
' 
I 
4. Suppose a newspaper wanted to put in more stories about science, 
but had to cut down on something else to get them in. Are there any sorts 
of items you would be willing to have less of in order to get in more about 
science? 
(If yes) 
a. What sort of items might be cut down? 
{If ads only mentioned) 
b. What besides ads? 
5. Have you read any articles about any kind of science in a magazine 
within the last year? 
(If no) proceed to No. 7 
{If yes) 
a. What was it about? 
b. What magazine was it in? 
6. Did the science stories tell you what you were interested in 
finding out? That is, were they very complete, rather complete, 
rather incomplete or very incomplete? 
7. Some things are studied scientifically, some things are studied 
in other ways. From your point of view, what does it mean to study 
something scientifically? 
a. Are there any things that can't be studied scientifically? 
b. How about human beings - do you think we can know how 
people think, why they believe the way they do, by 
scientific study? 
8. Here are some things that have been said about science. Would 
you tell me if you tend to agree or disagree with them? 
' 
I 
a. S cience is making our lives healthier, easier and more 
comfortable. 
b. The growth of science means that a few people could 
control our lives. 
c. Science will solve our social problems like crime and 
mental illness. 
d. One trouble with science is that it makes our way of life 
change too fast. 
e. Scientists always seem to be prying into things that they 
really ought to stay out of. 
f. Most scientists want to work on things that will make life 
better for the average person. 
g. One of the effects of science is that it breaks down people's 
ideas of right and wrong. 
' 
9. Here are some statements about scientists. Do you tend to agree 
or disagree with them? 
a. Most scientists are mainly interested in knowledge for its 
own sake; they don't care much about its practical value. 
b. Scientists are apt to be odd and peculiar people. 
c. One of the best things about science is that it is the main 
reason for our rapid progress. 
d. Scientists work harder than the average person. 
e. Scientists are not likely to be very religious people. 
10. Which of these statements comes closest to your point of view 
about what scientists should do in their work? 
... 
a. Scientists should only work on things that clearly 
have a practical value. 
b. Scientists should work on understanding nature, even 
if there is no immediate practical use seen for such 
work. 
c. Scientists should work on anything that interests them, 
even if it has no practic¥ value at all. 
11. Do you think it is all right for scientists to work on anything 
they wa.nt to, even if their discoveries seem to conflict with religi-ous 
teachings? . 
·-
12. Would you enco~rage your friends to seek employment 'With 
an R & D organization? Why? 
13. As a member of an R & D community do you feel you under-
stand more about science? Why? 
14. Do you find the scientific associates you work with eager to 
answer any questions you may have concerning your work for them? 
15. Do you feel that you are contributing in some way to the 
national defense of our country? How? 
Personal Data: 
16. Now we'd like just a few facts about yourself. 
About how old are you? 21-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 
40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 
60-64 65 or over 
(If not already ascertained} 
17. Are you married, single, divorced, separated or widowed? 
(If ever married) 
18. Do you have any children? 
(If yes) 
' 
a. How many children (under 21) are there in your family? 
b. How old are they? 
19. At the present time are you a member of any of the following 
kinds of groups and organizations? 
a. A lodge or fraternal organization 
b. A church 
c. A church group or religious organization 
d. A labor union 
e. Is there any other kind of group you are a member of? 
. 20. Do you have any hobbies, or anything like that, that you do 
regularly in your spare time? 
{If yes) 
a. What sort of things do you do? 
21. What is your religious preference? 
Protestant Catholic Jewish Other -Specify 
(If Protestant) 
a. What religious denomination is that? 
22. About how often do you usually attend religious services? 
More than once 
a week 
Once a 
week 
Never 
2-3 times 
a month. 
Once a 
month 
23. How many grades of school have you finished? 
None 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 l 12 
(I£ completed 12 grades) 
A few times a 
year or less 
a. Do you have a high school diploma? 
(If completed 8 grades) 
b. Have you had other schooling? 
(If yes) 
c. What other schooling have you had? 
(If college) 
d. Do you have a college degree? 
(High school and college attenders) 
24. Did you take any science courses in high school like General 
Science, Biology, Chemistry or Physics? 
(College attenders only) 
25. Did you take any science courses in college? 
a. Did you take any social science courses like Psychology, 
Sociology or Anthropology? 
26. About what is your total family income before taxes? 
Under $1,000 $1,000-1,900 $2,000-2,999 
$4,000-4,999 $5,000-5999 $6,000-7499 
$15,000-19,999 $20, 000 or over 
(By observation) 
27. Sex: Male Female 
28. Race: White Negro (Other- specify) 
$3,000-3,999 
$7,500-14,9~ 
29. What was the respondent's attitude toward the interview? 
(continued) 
~ 
I 
29. (Continued) 
Positive 
Neutral 
Negative 
(interested, receptive, cooperative, helpful) 
(cooperative, but uninvolved, uninterested) 
(uns;ooperative, resistant) 
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